I Need a New Passion Pt. 2

Hab. 2:2-3

1 Tim 4:1

- We talked about God increasing our vision and passion through an impartation of the Holy Ghost.
- That if the Wright Brothers and Beyonce can tap into the spirit world to impact the human race, we too, as believers of Jesus Christ can get divine understanding from the breath of the Almighty in Job 32:8.
- That the inspiration of the Holy Ghost gives us new passion to perform increased vision that God gives us.
- Saul had an encounter with the breath of the Almighty. It increased his passion. He lost his vision to get God’s vision. This comes from prayer, worship, and fasting.
- New passion and increased vision releases stronger convictions and stronger desires to do more in the Kingdom. For the Spirit wants to speak expressively to you by Rhema word.
- Passion and vision rise above hardships, negativity, and the long-suffering’s people put us through. Then the Spirit can speak to you expressively by impartation.
- We talked about how we wrestle with motivating ourselves to do more in the Kingdom because of little to no passion and vision for the Kingdom.
- That the devil is after our passion.
- That Habakkuk struggled with complaining with evil and discouragement because he needed to increase his vision and passion with God.
- Jesus said lift your eyes and look upon the harvest. Let Me increase your vision so I can increase your passion.
- We talked about passion and vision killers in part one. Some passion and vision killers are:
  - Staying offended (It’s America’s greatest problem)
  - Holding on to fear
  - Selfishness kills passion and vision

I want to finish off Elijah’s 3 passion killers he fought so he could have a personal encounter with the Holy Ghost for passion and vision.

Read 1 Kings 18:31

1. 12 stones represent holding onto apostolic doctrine & holiness if you expect an increase of passion.
   (read Ezekiel 14:9) You cannot have a lot of people speaking into your life & destiny or you will not see an increase of passion & vision. It’s a passion killer
2. Verse 32 – I must repair my prayer altar with a set time. This means you must plant spiritual seed in order to receive an impartation of new passion & vision.
   a) We must get rid of idols if we want God to speak
      Word: the sacrifice of my substance & time privately
   b) Bullock: repentance, fearing God, humility
   c) Water: the word & worship while praying
   d) When I plant worship, Word, and repentance with a set prayer time & holding onto my apostolic identity then verse 33 come true.
This is a new passion. This is God’s honoring Elijah’s consecration. This is the breath of the Almighty. We are God’s human agents on Earth Exo.15:3, Isa. 9:6-He releases this through us.

This kind of prayer & worship causes God to activate what I call Rhema word through the Logo’s Word. (1 Cor. 2: 5, 7, 12-14)  
3. The breath of the Almighty gives us understanding to carry out kingdom business. So when I purpose to:  
   a) Live with apostolic doctrine & identity without compromise  
   b) When I purpose to repair my altar daily at a set time  
   c) When I purpose to plant spiritual seed these 3 things causes the breath of the Almighty to give me understanding. The spirit will speak expressively to me by the gifts of the spirit for my home, job and ministry.

   • This can only happen if I lay the word (sacrificial longsuffering attitude) & bullock (practicing an attitude of repentance & humility) in my prayer & worship. Planting the declared word & worship at the same time.  
   • You’ve got to get your word & bullock on your altar. Don’t allow a loner spirit to keep you from being accountable to the people of God. It will kill your passion.  
   • Be the 1st to do a ministry nobody else wants to do. This is how we receive the impartation of the Almighty. Let the Holy Ghost help you with any lack of affection to loved ones. This clears your heart & mind for a move of God.  
   • Our bodies are a living sacrifice for the fire to fall. I cannot have obstructions. You have to pursue holiness living if you won’t a new passion for God.  
      a) The friends I chose  
      b) The stuff I watch & let into my spirit  
      c) The clothes I wear  
      d) The places I go all affect my passion & vision for God. Elijah put all of this on an altar for new fire & passion to come & light it up.

But let me share with you the biggest passion killer we want to pay attention to: 1 Kings 18:34  
4. Passion is killed by an impatient attitude that no longer wants to wait for God’s answers  
   Watering is the process to see the fulfillment of our promises. Waiting is not doing nothing or being lazy or a nuisance. If I don’t have the right attitude towards waiting it will kill my passion & vision for God. Col. 1:12-13(amp)  
   Waiting:  
      a) Increases mature disciplined love through me  
      b) It reveals my weaknesses & strengths  
      c) You cannot grow & see the increase of passion & vision without waiting  
      d) You must have the right attitude in waiting Psalm 40:1-2  
      e) This kills impulsive zeal & emotions so all I will be left with is God’s passion & vision. Not some hyped up set of emotions  
      f) God teaches us greater sensitivity to His spirit, His word & loved ones while we are delayed & waiting. Rom. 8:24-25
g) The bible says the in your patience possess ye your souls. Therefore, he’s telling some of us slow down. I’m trying to increase patience & vision while you are waiting. Heb. 6:12,15

h) After Saul’s encounter, he must go to Jerusalem & wait. Some of you have lost passion & vision because you have gotten discouraged with your lack of results.

i) God is trying to get you to look at your attitude while you are waiting.

j) Tarry in Jerusalem until the Holy Ghost or the fire comes. For God told Habakkuk & will come in the appointed time. Gal. 6:9

5. How do I wait?
   a. Psalm 37:4-5 Delight yourself for His renewed passion & vision
      i. This kills selfishness & the pride of impatience
      ii. It refocuses your heart on the harvest
      iii. The young prophet lost his passion becoming impatient & got eaten by a lion when he was given the word to do something. But he got burned with God & waiting.
   b. Real anointing now is released through us when we perfect patience
      i. The spirit imparted
         1. Change in Jacob for new passion
         2. Vision when he wrestled with the angel
      ii. We saw this with Saul on the road to Damascus
      iii. Give testimony of Lee Stoneking prophesying over me (pastor) while separated from my wife
      iv. Experience I had on the side on the road listening to Dr. Dobson.
   c. Hab. 2:2-3

   - Look to the fields
   - I’m increasing vision to increase your passion to send you forth as laborers.

Write the Vision and Make it Plain
(Pray the Lord of the harvest imparts and inspires laborers to go into the harvest)

1. POW needs servant workers to help with calling and visiting guests who visit our church services.
2. POW needs more servant workers for our manna, hospitality (ushers and greeters), children’s, finance and tiny treasure ministries desperately.
3. We are in need of a coordinator for our Sunday 12:30pm classes.
4. We lack home bible study teachers.
5. We want to start a daughter work.
6. POW needs student recruitment servant workers for VCA.
7. We need our leadership to be faithful to their 2 hour prayer shifts.
8. We need servant workers for our Path ministry
9. We need your attendance for our special services.
10. We need the older saints to invite the younger saints and visitors to their homes for discipleship.
11. To be faithful to the Sunday 12:30 classes
12. We are seeking grandparents for helping with the VCA students.
13. We seek to create our own jobs for young people.
14. Seek to create our own food coop for church members. We seek to create a self-sustaining and thriving Kingdom Culture Community.
15. It’s time to write our own music and our own school curriculum.
16. It’s time for saints sitting on a pew to step up and stretch themselves outside of their comfort zones to take their department to the next level.
17. To renew your faithfulness to tithes and offerings.

WE REAP

- Supernatural increase
- Revelation and relational miracles
- Gifts of the Spirit
- Transformation and Impartation plant:

Worship * Repentance * Faith

The Word yielding our will through humility.
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